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Kustra report: Realign boards

By Michael T. Kuciaek
Administration Writer

A task force charged with finding ways to improve the Illinois higher education system released its report Wednesday, and as expected, recommended eliminating two university governing boards and modeling other university systems after SIU and the University of Illinois.

Lt. Gov. Bob Kustra, co-chairman of the Governor's Task Force on Higher Education, was expected to request the elimination of the Board of Regents and the Board of Governors after he publicly charged them of wasting money, misappropriations and playing games with the accounting books.

According to the report, the two boards would be erased and each university would get only a small staff and an authority board.

"The individual governing boards would be given the same authority as the University of Illinois and Southern Illinois University in the operation of their institutions," the report stated.

The governor would appoint the members of the boards. The report suggested each university's board would be no bigger than seven and should keep the number and cost of their meetings to a minimum.

Kustra's report claims that this reorganization would make university government simpler and cheaper.

"We became convinced that history and tradition had led the structure of higher education with layers of oversight which have become cumbersome," the report said.

John Halle, vice chancellor for academic affairs, said getting rid of the two boards did not make much sense to him.

"In an era in which we're looking at downsizing, the creation of seven additional governing boards doesn't make much sense," he said. "It sounds more like a political move than an economic move."

Michelle Hazell, spokeswoman for the Board of Governors, said Kustra's attacks were political maneuvers.

"Bob did, as spokesman for the Illinois Board of Higher Education, said the board agreed that it is important to look at the structure of higher education government every once in a while. "We just hope the Illinois General Assembly moves quickly to address the issue," he said. "Prolonged examination of the structure diverts attention from other tough issues we have to attend to."

"In the board pro or con model, if you're looking to be a political maneuver, it will probably be discussed at the March 1 meetings.

Sangamon State University, see KUSTRA, page 5

Property taxes, education top Edgar's agenda

Zap...news

SPRINGFIELD - Gov. Jim Edgar addressed the people of Illinois in his annual State of the State address Wednesday, proclaiming: "Illinois is on the rebound and moving ahead."

Speaking before a joint session of the General Assembly, Edgar said, "There is little question that Illinois is a stronger state today than it was a year ago and little doubt that our citizens are better off today than they were a year ago, or 10 years ago when another recessionary storm hit Illinois."

But rather than focus on the budget-cutting that characterized the past, Edgar tried to set an agenda for the state's future, touching the hot-button issues of property taxes, job creation, education, child welfare and crime.

The Republican governor laid out an ambitious — but primarily inexpensive — list of pro-sale, including a call for lawmakers to expand call-center property-tax caps statewide by the end of March.

It was a pitch aimed at taking advantage of Chicago Mayor Richard Daley's decision to embrace tax caps for the city and other taxing bodies affecting Chicago real estate taxpayers. But the governor devoted much of his speech to addressing the problems of youth and ways to improve education and job opportunities, devoting special attention to the inner city.

One such proposal would use members of the Illinois National Guard to work as role models with disadvantaged youths and school dropouts.

Edgar also asked lawmakers to approve stiffer drug penalties, including the death penalty for drug kingpins.

Simon, Braun give support of Clinton's gay ban decision

By Jeremy Finley
Politics writer

Illinois' two senators have announced their support of President Bill Clinton's decision to lift the ban on gays in the military, but two local congressmen are hesitating taking a stand on the sensitive issue.

Clinton faced Sen. Sam Nunn, Congress' most influential voice on the defense of the bill, Wednesday, and must now brief key congressional leaders on the details of the military's policy concerning gays in the military. Clinton is expected to announce today his public policy concerning the lift of the ban.

Sen. Paul Simon and Carol Mosley Braun have announced see GAYS, page 5

Price of transit system criticized

By Jeffrey Wheeler
Special Assignment Writer

A plan to bring a bus system to Carbondale was criticized by a local committee for costing $600,000 a year too much and for neglecting routes such as Greek Row while overemphasizing other routes.

SIUC students, scheduled to vote in April on whether to raise student fees at least $20 to pay for a mass transit system. A joint community-campus Transit Advisory Committee met Tuesday to discuss a mass transit plan submitted by a Chicago consulting firm.

The plan, several committee members noted, needs revising before it will be ready to be submitted for a referendum by the students this spring. The deadline for the finished plan is set for March 29 so that the information can be packaged and presented to the students before the April elections.

Members of the committee noted that the plan has certain excesses in the proposed service, such as a bus to the Warm Road area every 20 minutes, while completely ignoring other areas such as Greek Row.

see TRANSIT, page 5

Gus Bode

Gus says I guess this Gus won't be catching the bus.
Salukis to tangle with Northern Iowa

By Vincent S. Boyd
Sports Writer

Winners of four of its last five games, including four consecutive Missouri Valley Conference victories, the Salukis women's basketball team may have been the big news this week, but because of Falls, Iowa tonight to face Northern Iowa.

The Panthers (6-5, 1-5) are coming off conference defeats at Creighton, 90-66, and a home loss to Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 87-76. Thursday night in Cedar Falls, Iowa, Northern Iowa is led by senior guard Alex Miller and junior forward Julie Street. Miller, the MVC's No. 3 scorer, averages 17.1 points a game and leads the MVC with 7.6 rebounds.

St. John's, another MVC opponent, has also been hot, sweeping the Past Panthers by an average of 23 points. In its pursuit of the Missouri Valley, the team will be looking to improve its 60-59 upset loss to the Panthers. After losing to top-rated Vanderbilt, 85-55, the Salukis rejoined the MVC standings in tenth place with an MVC record of 4-12.

Salukis riding high atop tight Valley standings

By Kayrin Viverito
Sports Writer

And the Salukis stand alone. For the first time this season, the Salukis find themselves in sole control of first place in the Missouri Valley Conference men's basketball standings with a 6-2 record. SIUC is fresh off a three-game sweep of its remaining games. The three wins put the Salukis back on track after they lost two straight MVC games on the road.

Saturday, the Salukis head for the road again to face Southwest Missouri State, 2-5, who are in ninth place in the Valley standings. After losing four straight games, SMSU finally chalked one up in the win column, whipping Northern Iowa, 72-49, in Springfield, Mo.

The Salukis will have its hands full, as SIUC is coming off a strong victory over Illinois State, beating the Redbirds, 85-60. Illinois State, 5-4, now stands at fourth place in the MVC standings, after suffering their first loss in five games to the Salukis.

ISU head coach Bob Bender said he is not going to let the loss affect him or his team. "We made some poor offensive decisions when we had the ball, and that's how we got taken out of the game," he said. "All my next thoughts are concentrated on now is getting us ready to play Drake."

ISU senior guard Mike VandeGarde was held to 14 points in the game against SIUC after scoring a career-high 26 against the Salukis Jan. 11. ISU travels to Drake, 4-2, on Saturday to face the third-place Bulldogs, whose last conference wins came against the Salukis.see MVC, page 14

Looking at the 1993 version of the SIU men's tennis team will count on the experience of two seniors to help in its pursuit of the Missouri Valley Conference championship.

Jae Merchant will start the season at the No. 1 singles position, with fellow senior Tim Drennan, 13-11, at No. 2. SIUC coach Dick LeFevre says Merchant is "first and foremost a doubles player and a good doubles player."

"LeFevre said. "LeFevre notes that there is no real standout on this year's team. Anyone is capable of winning on a given day," LeFevre said. "The fact that the Salukis lack a dominant player may actually be an advantage. "Our even strength makes us stronger in the bottom half of our lineup," LeFevre said. "We expect to hold our own at the top positions and win most of the lower ones, regardless of who is playing."

The No. 3 position belongs to sophomore Alluf Merchant, whose scoring was down last season. However, his last trip to the 1993 MVC Championships was the best among the returnees.

"Mercant was impressive in wins over Penn State and Northern Illinois this fall," said Drennan. "He won a doubles match against the Salukis Jan. 11. Sophomore Andre Gormanson will play at No. 4 and should win quite a few if his fall play is any different than last year."

Is this the year the Salukis win their first MVC title? Only time will tell.see TENNIS, page 14

Saluki senior tandem to lead tennis squad

By Dan Leahy
Sports Writer

Daly begins long drive against alcoholism

The Washington: Post

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz.— Declaring "I've learned a lot of new things about myself and my life and I'm ready to get it on," John Daly returned to the swing of the PGA Tour this week at the Phoenix Open, almost a month after he entered an Arizona rehabilitation facility for treatment of alcoholism and what he described as "the greatest experience of my life." The immensely popular 26-year-old golfer and 1991 PGA champion was, according to sources, released early last week from the Sierra Tucson facility in Catalina, Ariz., a 313-bed treatment center on the outskirts of Tucson that specializes in treatment of substance abuse. He entered the program with a push from PGA Commissioner David J. Byrnes.see DAILY, page 14

Seeking big returns

Wendy Varnum, a senior in accounting and aviation management from Colorado Springs, Colo., returns a serve as she practices with the SIUC women's tennis team. The team, which normally practices indoors, decided to take advantage of the nice weather Thursday and play at the tennis courts near the Arena.

WOMEN'S MVC

Northern Iowa

Date: Tonight
Time: 5:25 p.m.
Site: Center Falls, Iowa
Radio: WUEJ-FM 103.5
Records: SIUC 8-4 (4-1)
Northern Iowa 6-6 (1-5)
Series: SIUC leads 17-1
Last meeting: The Panthers
and Salukis split last season's series. SIUC won 67-59 at the SIU Arena, while
UNI prevailed 60-59 at the
Uni-Dome.
MOSLEMS AND CROATS FIGHTING OVER LAND — Bloody fighting continued Wednesday between Moslems and Croats, normally allies in the war against the Serbs, but at odds over territory allocation in central Bosnia. In London, British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd made clear there could be no thought of sending in British troops to help enforce any peace pact. Serb-Croat fighting meanwhile continued in Krajina.

RUSSIANS TO SEAL SUBMARINE IN CONCRETE — A Soviet nuclear submarine lying 500 feet below the East Siberian Sea was sealed in concrete by a Norwegian firm, according to radio reports Wednesday. Russian authorities requested a Stavanger-based firm to submit detailed plans for the operation to the Komsomolets, which sank in 1989 killing 42 people, could be made safe, the reports said.

FIRE EXPLOSION KILLS FOUR IN GEORGIA — A woman and her three young sons were killed in an explosion and fire apparently started by gasoline fumes on the hands of a dairy farmer warming himself over a heater, authorities in Maseys, Georgia, said Wednesday. Fire officials said the incident occurred Tuesday when the man, who had been repairing his car, went into his family’s home to warm himself near a gas heater.

WOMAN CHARGED FOR GETTING CHILD DRUNK — A woman has been charged with injury to a child for allegedly giving her 2-year-old daughter so much champagne she needed hospitalization. According to court records in Austin, Janinn Dean had a blood alcohol content of .04 percent two hours after being taken to the hospital. “If that’s almost intoxicated for adults, imagine what that would be in a 2-year-old’s body,” Sergeant Harden, of the police child abuse unit, said.

If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3393, extension 233 or 228.
The Southern Illinois Small Business Incubator continues to grow as a focal point for business and politics at the state level with the establishment of the Institute of Local Government Affairs and a branch of the Illinois Chamber of Commerce. The institute will serve as a think tank for the Illinois comptroller's office and SIUC faculty and students. Illinois Comptroller Dawn Clark Netch believes that the new office will give the University a much needed boost. "The establishment of this institute is an exciting advancement for local government in Illinois, said Netch in a statement. In their time of increased dependence on state resources, the institute will become a source of help and hope." "Aside from the institute helping local governments comply with accounting, auditing and reporting requirements, the office will also serve as an extension of SIUC's master of public administration program," Osbon L. Ervin, SIUC professor of political science and director of the center, sees the relationship between the state comptroller's office and the university as one of reciprocity. see INCUBATOR, page 10

New downtown plan mirrors University Mall

By Sanjay Seth
City Writer

A city subcommittee is planning to revitalize downtown businesses by focusing on image, advertising and events. The Main Street subcommittee met last night to iron out details in the plan before it submits the proposal to the Downtown Steering Committee.

The Main Street pilot program is a two-year pilot program that proposes the services of a downtown manager coordinating activities for the sole purpose of downtown development. The steering committee was designed by the City Council to help guide and monitor activities in the city.

The members of the subcommittee, which includes Tom Redmond, the Development Services director of Carbondale, put the final touches to an informational brochure that will be distributed to the downtown businesses.

The University Mall currently employs five full-time professionals in promotion and marketing. They plan and coordinate all activities in the mall, including advertising.

In the case of the Main Street program, existing organizations will be used in this pilot to take advantage of their not-for-profit tax status and staff expertise. Redmond said Main Street, a national program designed by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, will be a helpful method of revitalizing the downtown area.

The four-pronged approach to improve downtown Carbondale includes downtown organization, promotion, design and economic restructuring.

Redmond said the steering committee had thought of the Main Street idea a year and a half ago. The financial factor of hiring a full time manager to plan to run a full time program that would run into $700,000-$800,000 a year was always the sticking point.

"With this pilot program however, a limited budget, using cash and in-kind contributions from local merchants and interested residents is proposed," Redmond said. "A budget of about $25,000 will be needed to fund the pilot program." To start with, the subcommittee proposed talks with 30 downtown businesses. The feedback from these merchants will form a yardstick for the subcommittee to evaluate the response of businesses in general.

The Board of Directors of Uptown Inc. will oversee the manager, with staff assistance from the Carbondale Business Development Corporation and the Chamber of Commerce.

"Carbondale Uptown is a not-for-profit group that started about five years ago," Redmond said. "It has been working on a number of downtown revitalization efforts ever since." The group is operated as an umbrella group by a number of different groups and causes; he said. Some of these events and causes include the annual Make it Your Home festival in spring, the Lights Fantastic Parade, and the Station Carbondale Restoration Committee.
Groups' tardiness will hurt later efforts

IT IS EASY TO TELL when a student has procrastinated on writing a paper: All the facts are not there, the text is sloppy and the paper is late.

If a student does not set — and keep — deadlines for researching, writing, proofreading and getting the paper in, the quality of the work suffers.

Similarly, SIUC has set deadlines in complying to the College Recycling Law, which is part of the Illinois Solid Waste Management Act. This law requires all state institutions to have a comprehensive recycling plan in place within the next two years and to have a 40 percent reduction in the amount of solid land-filled waste by 1997.

If the University does not meet its deadlines for recycling, it not only violates a law — it will be demonstrating a lack of concern for the Earth's natural resources.

SIUC DECIDED TO CREATE a committee, made up of representatives from nine groups in the campus community and two advisory members, to comply with the recycling law.

The committee will study the academic units and other groups on campus, and it will determine how waste can be reduced. That will not be a quick or simple task.

The nine groups, which include administration, health services, food services, custodial services, purchasing, Faculty Senate, Graduate Council, Graduate and Professional Student Council and Undergraduate Student Government, were asked in early December to nominate members to the committee by Jan. 15.

But we must be inspired and propelled by those achievements instead of resting on them.

We have demanded accountability from our public schools requiring them to show us teaching our students what they will need to know the workplace of tomorrow.

The following are excerpts from Gov. Jim Edgar's State of the State address.

Economy allows a few new programs, but budgetary reforms must continue

State of the state address

The first is the national in guarantee employees that all the job unemployment rate is 10 percent.

But we need to recognize and further emphasize the important link between and economic development.

Today I am also calling on the State Board of Education to launch initially on a plot basis a work force preparation program similar to one that has met with tremendous success in Germany.

The program, known as the Student Apprenticeship System, would marry education in the classroom with learning in a high performance workplace beginning in the sophomore year of high school and intensifying through the junior and senior years.

In fact by working together we already have taken great strides to assure that Illinois what it takes to solve a good number of our economic and a good quality of life not only for today's generations but for those that follow.

And so before we look toward the tremendous challenges that lie ahead let us be inspired and motivated by what we have already achieved.

If you give us better news, Illinois is on the rebound and growing. Moving ahead, more of our people are working, more of our people are prospering.

A year ago Illinois posted an all-time high of 5.8 million people on the payrolls of our factories, our retail stores, our corporate offices and our small businesses. Our labor force grew 1.4 percent in 1992, outpacing the nation's growth for the second time in the last decade.

Still if you are unemployed or just out of school and looking for a job your unemployment rate is 10 percent.

We all must understand that and we must continue to do everything we can to make sure there are enough good jobs for capable Illinoisans and enough capable Illinoisans for good jobs.

For while we can take pride in our progress, we cannot neglect our needs.

Illinois must not be a state that forgets those who with some nurturing and their dogged determination can sometimes succeed against overwhelming odds.

By working together we can continue change instead of merely struggling to keep up with it.

We will also need to do something differently in the classroom with learning in a high performance workplace beginning in the sophomore year of high school and intensifying through the junior and senior years.

In fact by working together we already have taken great strides to assure that Illinois what it takes to solve a good number of our economic and a good quality of life not only for today's generations but for those that follow.

And so before we look toward the tremendous challenges that lie ahead let us be inspired and motivated by what we have already achieved.
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And so before we look toward the tremendous challenges that lie ahead let us be inspired and motivated by what we have already achieved.
according to the task force's recommendations, would become U of I's third campus. SUI, mentioned as an alternative to SSIU, was passed over.

James Brown, SUI chancellor, said that if the governor had got SSIU instead of U of I I got Sangamon instead of SUI. Toward the end there were positive ideas of having the Sangamon emerge," he said. "It's difficult to quarrel with the decision, since there is no evidence of the considerations that lead to the decision.

PROTEST, from page 1

KUSTRA, from page 1

"We were asked to provide a letter indicative of how we would emerge," Brown said. "I have not seen the U of I letter, but our submission we thought was very reasonable and very thoughtful."

May be a given even though the governors are Illinois, Eastern Illinois, Northern Illinois and Western Illinois Universities. The Board of Regents oversees Illinois State, Northern Illinois and Sangamon State Universities.

Srivastava said no members of the group Hamas had been charged or tried for any crime before being deported. "They may only have they not been charged," he said. "there was no evidence submitted to support that they were a part of the Hamas political establishment."

Seth Jenks also a member of the General Union of Palestine Students, said the United Nations and others have been structured to charge the U.S. should be more concerned with problems at home rather than even abroad.

"We have got people in this country protesting about what is going on in other countries," said Christian Woods, undeclared SUI student. "What about the United States. We have people in this country who need help too."

GAYS, from page 1

the plan also was considered more expensive than had it been approved earlier, rather than what had previously been projected.

The committee agreed to form a subcommittee for the purpose of working out route problems and perfect, although they do not have of about $1 million dollars a year.

Vice President of Administration James Tweedy, who serves as an adviser to the committee, suggested working with the dollar that students are willing to pay.

"Hopefully we can design a system that is affordable and will sit well within the community," Tweedy said.

At a cost of $1 million dollars a year it would cost about $24 million a semester in fees. However, that amount is what would be required if the federal matching funds are acquired.

Don Monty, management representative for the SUI administration, said there is federal money available but it varies from year to year, and how much the state has already committed, and nothing is definitive yet.

"The state can provide funds up to 50 percent of the operating deficit, however, they do not have the money to do that right now," Monty said.

THE BIG ONE

Large deep pan or thin crust pizza 1 topping and 1 oz. bottles of Pepsi

Real Meal Deal

Medium deep pan or thin crust pizza with 1 topping and 2-1 oz. bottles of Pepsi

SMALL WONDER

Small deep pan or thin crust pizza 1 topping and 1 oz. bottles of Pepsi

$5.49

Free Delivery

QUATROS 549-5326

1-800-962-2704

With DJ Eddie Chi

DRAFTS

Free, fast delivery

5 for $4.99

Jello Shots

Cherry Bombs

Melon Balls

Speedrails

Long Islands

Gin Holidays

$7.79

$9.89

Pitchers

Coming this Friday Live!

DISSIDENT AGGRESSOR

Siu Alumni for Life

Recommends

1) Withhold all gifts to SIU.
2) Call Alumni Services at 523-2402 to protest subsidization and promotion of the killing of unborn babies.
3) Request your Legislator to reduce SIU funding of Health Care Services.
4) Demand that pictures of fetal development stages be shown to all SIU women requesting abortion advice.

AFL - 511 W. Main, Carbondale Il. 529-4360
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12:30 p.m.

For more information call 549-1991.
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Grants conserve energy, money

By Angela Hyland
Environmental Writer

Students who find themselves shivering beneath blankets while dreaming of schools farther south can now receive grants to help pay heating costs.

Energy grants are being offered to eligible households by Western Egyptian Economic Opportunity Council, a division of the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs.

The unique financial situation of students makes them good candidates for the program, said Janey Willis, energy services coordinator.

"We help a lot of students—probably about 75 percent of the students who don't live in dorms," she said.

In Jackson County alone, energy grants have been given to 1,500 households. The council has also paid to repair service to 22 houses where the heat had been shut off.

The council looks at the total gross income of all members of a household in the past 30 days.

"To be eligible for the program, single person households must earn less than $625 per month.

Income for a two person household must be less than $843; three person, less than $1,061 and four person, less than $1,279.

In addition to providing money to cover high heating costs, the council also has a branch dedicated to lowering energy consumption.

The program is free to individuals who meet income requirements, said Cy Compton, weatherization coordinator for Western Egyptian.

"The cost (of energy bills) will be a lot lower if they're not heating the whole outdoors," Compton said.

$5.00 ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 P.M.

TONIGHT

SPC Video Presents...

TONIGHT!

January 28
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Student Center
4th Floor
Video Lounge

Admission only
$1.00

Presented in its original WIDESCREEN format and in DOUBLY SURPRISING!

The Black Crowes

TONIGHT, FEB. 28

SUNDAY, FEB. 28

RECESSION AFTERWARDS

The American Marketing Association

New Year, New Semester, New Start...
NEW MEMBER NIGHT

TONIGHT

Thursday, January 28, 1993 • 7 p.m.
Student Center Ballroom A

ALL MAJORS WELCOME

Guest Speaker Jeff Loyet
Software Engineer
for CompuSci Inc.

Questions? Call 453-5254

JOIN THE ELITE TEAM
BECOME A
STUDENT RESIDENT ASSISTANT
FOR OFF-CAMPUS FRESHMEN

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
FOR THE 1993-94 ACADEMIC YEAR

(Application are available until February 26, 1993)

WHERE: SIUC OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
WASHINGTON SQUARE "B"

453-2301

REQUIREMENTS: ATTAIN 50 EARNED HOURS BY
START OF EMPLOYMENT AND A 2.5 GPA AT THE TIME OF APPOINTMENT

His division provides insulation for walls, roofs, doors and windows. It also replaces some windows or doors that are broken or too badly damaged to be insulated.

"What we're trying to do is fix it so cold air doesn't get in and hot air doesn't get out," he said.
Compact cassette, Sony discs battle for electronics customers

The Hartford Courant

The short history of home electronics is a history of war. There was war between the long-playing record and the 45 rpm "single," between the audio tape cassette and 8-track tape, and most recently, between the VHS and Betamax video formats.

And now a new war is developing. It is a war of chippery press releases and technical white papers so far, but it shows every sign of escalating soon into a bloody, sustained ground action.

The combatants are two new recordable digital audio formats: Sony's MiniDisc, or MD, and Philips' Digital Compact Cassette, or DCC.

The two products have rather quickly taken up their positions in stores the past few weeks. Now they are poised to trash it out in earnest.

"These are both ingenious technologies," says Paul Gleichman, managing editor of Audio Week, an influential industry newsletter. "But there are many questions associated with both products. The overwhelming concern I have is what the arrival of two new formats will do to the established market share of the compact disc. My biggest fear is that these two new formats will sort of negate each other and cause a drop throughout audio hardware sales. It's too soon to know."

A closer look at the new formats:

MiniDisc is essentially a miniaturized version on the compact disc, designed especially for portable and car applications. The disc is one-third the size of a conventional CD (slightly smaller than the top of a soda can) and comes encased in a hard plastic sleeve similar to the kind found on a floppy computer disc. Sony notes that the daily data of the MD will permit it to be used in Walkman-type units no bigger than those now used for tape cassettes, although the first generation of Sony MD players is bulkier than that. Other companies who have licensed the MD format from Sony, including Denon and JVC, have already shown considerably smaller prototypes.

The problem of jarring the delicate laser assembly that reads the disc—not yet fully solved in full-size CD portables—has been answered by a memory chip that continuously stores several seconds worth of music, providing an uninterrupted flow in the event of a bump or shake. (At the recent Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, this feature was vividly demonstrated by a bouncing trampoline with an MD player strapped to her waist.)

Most dramatically of all, the MD can be recorded on, using a magneto-optical system that uses the laser beam to, in effect, burn the digital information into one of the interior layers of the disc. The process is reversible: A MiniDisc can be re-recorded indefinitely, Sony says. (The industry's efforts to produce a recordable full-sized CD, compatible with existing equipment and priced within the reach of consumers, are thought to be years away from fruition.)

Job placement help planned for veterans

By Todd Schlender

Veterans looking for jobs may be able to find extra help on campus.

The Illinois Department of Employment Security, in conjunction with The National Toll Free Student Services, plans to offer job service information and job registration to eligible veterans this semester.

Carl Varner, IDES Veterans Employment Representative, said the need for this service was determined in December when he was available on campus over a three-day test period.

In those three days, 35 veterans stopped in for information.

"I would estimate the number of veterans at the University around 3,500," Varner said. "And most of them are interested in at least some part-time work to supplement their income while in school," he said.

To be eligible, veterans must have completed at least four years of active duty, not including time spent on training, and must bring a copy of a certificate of separation from active duty to the Student Development Office before Term Hall.

Varner will be available to assist veterans with their job questions Thursdays between 1 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Interested veterans need not make an appointment but do need to act by March 25.

For more information, contact Varner at 599-7306 or 599-2338.
Pianists perform at Shryock

Artists Delphin, Romain display talent in dual performance tour

By Andy Graham
Entertainment Writer

Talent from all over the world has come to perform at SIUC, but two of the world's most talented pianists are right here on campus.

Wilfred Delphin and Edwin Romain, artists-in-residence at SIUC, will give a free demonstration of their talent at SIUC during a recital at 8 p.m. Thursday at Shryock Auditorium.

Delphin and Romain began playing together 20 years ago as students at Xavier University.

They started playing dual piano together seriously when an SIUC music professor, the now retired professor emeritus Steven Barwick, went to Xavier on a recruiting trip.

When Barwick heard Delphin and Romain play solo literature in a composition class, he was impressed and suggested they collaborate in duet form.

Barwick then invited the duo to attend graduate school at SIUC.

"Dual piano is a lot of fun," Delphin said. "It is a pleasurable experience when two instruments collaborate to create a piece of music."

After earning master's degrees, Delphin and Romain went on to earn doctorates at the University of Southern Mississippi. Delphin and Romain have taught at other schools, too. They have held similar artists-in-residence positions at the University of South Carolina and the University of Alabama.

"We both started our whole career with the idea of teaching," Delphin said. "We like the idea of being associated with SIUC. When Barwick retired, the University contacted us to see if we would be interested."

Despite their positions as staff on campus, Delphin and Romain still find time to do seasonal tours as Baldwin Company sponsored artists.

On tour, they must transport two 7-foot Baldwin grand pianos.

The tours usually take Delphin and Romain to cities that are not familiar with the style of dual piano playing.

They have performed recitals in Atlanta, Cincinnati, Houston, Baltimore and other big cities.

Delphin and Romain are veterans of such venues as Carnegie Hall and The Kennedy Center and similar places in such countries as Yugoslavia, India, Japan and The Netherlands.

The music that Delphin and Romain generally play at recitals is classical music, and occasionally they play Negro spirituals.

"The curriculum that we studied was in classical music and our upbringing was in classical music," Romain said. "Coming from New Orleans, we have been exposed to a lot of jazz, but never really got into it."

Delphin and Romain have performed as guest artists with some of the nations most notable orchestras.

In the summer of 1984, Delphin and Romain performed with the New York Philharmonic, which was nationally broadcast on the Exxon/ New York Philharmonic radio network.

Delphin and Romain have also played with the Cleveland Orchestra, the Atlanta Symphony and the New Orleans Philharmonic.

The recitals Delphin and Romain play are not ordinary classical recitals, Delphin said.

"They try to choose pieces that will work good together, both because they complement each other and because the music represents a wide range of styles," Delphin said.

"A lot of times, the moment people hear that it's a classical music program, they say, 'This is not for me.' That may be true but we try our best to make the show entertaining," Delphin said. "Our show is definitely worth giving a shot."

Former president gives support to dissident Baptist organization

The Washington Post

Former President Jimmy Carter has declared his support for a dissident organization in the Southern Baptist Convention, America's largest Protestant denomination, a move that observers say is sure to galvanize the denomination's right-leaners.

Carter already has played a behind-the-scenes role on behalf of the group, personally appealing to the Southern Baptists' top missionary official, Keith Parks, to join the now defunct organization, which is called the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship (CBF).

Parks, who retired as president of the Baptists' Foreign Mission Board last October, will join the fellowship Monday as its first "missions coordinator."

Together, Carter and Parks "have enhanced the future and credibility" of the Atlanta-based fellowship among many of the nation's 15 million Southern Baptists, said Bill Leonard, chairman of the religion department at Samford University in Birmingham, Ala.

Leonard, author of a recent history of the Southern Baptist Convention, also said the denomination—now under the control of leadership considered sympathetic to religious right causes—is breaking apart internally after a decade of factional fighting.

"What I have called in the past 'fragmentation' is the order of the day," he said.

Though growing, the more moderate fellowship remains tiny compared with the 148-year-old Southern Baptist Convention.

Last year, CBF reported a budget of $7.3 million, up from $4.3 million in 1991, and counted 835 member churches. By contrast, the convention has 37,000 member churches, and a national budget of $140.2 million for the fiscal year.
Southern Illinois Enforcement arrests 13 in two-day drug bust

By Joe Littrell
Police Writer

A two-day sweep by the Southern Illinois Enforcement Group, with SIUC and Carbondale Police, nabbed thirteen individuals, including six SIUC students, as part of investigations of marijuana, cocaine, LSD and crack cocaine sales in the Carbondale area.

SIUC students Jason P. Sojol, 20, Edward R. Sheridan, 18, Michael R. Hansen, 18, and David C. Schmidt, 21, were arrested Monday and charged with unlawful delivery of cannabis.

Prokopick, 24, was arrested and charged with unlawful delivery of a controlled substance, LSD.

Jefry Bonner, 34, and Irvin S. Strait, 30, both of Carbondale, were arrested and charged with unlawful delivery of cannabis.

Jerome D. Woolley, 40, of Carbondale and Curtis L. McElroy, 34, of Murphysboro, were arrested and charged with unlawful delivery of a controlled substance.

Four Chicago area men were arrested after police served a search warrant on a Hester Street apartment Tuesday and found 10 pounds of cannabis valued at about $20,000, $2,750 in cash, and assorted drug paraphernalia.

Those arrested were SIUC student John R. Renchan, 25, Round Lake Park, Ill.; Jason L. Galvan, 18, Round Lake Park, and Jose L. Galvan, 20, Round Lake Park. All four were charged with possession of more than 500 grams of cannabis with intent to deliver.

All those arrested were taken to Jackson County Jail.

The arrests were part of on-going investigations of narcotic sales in the Carbondale area, said Stephen T. Kunce, Southern Illinois Enforcement Group Director, and more arrests are expected.

Tricks of trade, skills taught in introductory magic class

By Jeffrey Wheeler
General Assignment Writer

For SIUC students interested in such things as sleight of hand, or as magicians prefer to call them—"effects," SIUC's Continuing Education program offers a free introductory class on the tricks of the trade.

Jay Frasier, a doctoral student in speech communications, is teaching a beginning magic class this semester.

"The class is open to the public and still is available for this term. It will deal primarily with a few basic tricks involving everyday items like rope, cards and coins."

"The class will be giving some theory and philosophy of performing magic, but primarily it is a hands on active learning experience," Frasier said.

He said although the class is not designed to turn out professional magicians, it does provide an excellent start.

"When they come out of the class they will be able to perform a select number of professionally the skills to go on and learn more," Frasier said.

Frasier emphasized that the class is not only for those who wish to go on to a career in performing magic, but that magic can be used in many different professions. He said that sales representatives, teachers and even ministers can use magic to break the ice or get their foot in the door.

Frasier said he performs only occasionally but is a member of a professional magician's association and has been invited in magic since he was a child.

The class has six students this semester and a wide range of ages are represented.

Frasier said that further information on the class can be obtained from Continuing Education.

Attention

Applications for USG fee allocations are now available to be picked up at the USG office, third floor, Student Center.

Applications must be returned by February 19, 1993 at 4:30 p.m.

No late applications will be accepted.

For more information call 536-3381
Undergraduate Student Council
Russian nuclear disaster site causing safety standard scare

The Washington Post

The site of one of the world's most serious and most secret nuclear accidents, a plutonium plant in Russia where a 1957 disaster caused thousands of casualties, remains contaminated and under secret government control, Russian officials said Wednesday.

Vasily Voznyak, releasing new details about the catastrophe and the continuing cleanup, said that radioactive waste from two "Chernobyls" remains stored around the plant near Chelyabinsk.

"We are trying to work on the consequences of nuclear accidents, said officials acknowledged, however, that not all of past nuclear accidents have been appropriated for either goal.

Senior officials in Russia's atomic energy ministry have told reporters recently that the country's nuclear power industry is as safe as any in the West. The government has approved a program calling for construction of 30 or more new nuclear reactors.

But environmentalists inside and outside the government continue to oppose the program, saying Russia's safety standards remain well below those in the West and it still has no plan for disposal of most waste.

The Myak plutonium production plant is part of the same weapons complex. Voznyak said it damaged the environment and local residents in three stages.

The first occurred in its early years, from the start of construction in 1948 through 1951, when the Soviet Union was racing to match the United States by building the bomb. Radioactive waste was simply dumped into local rivers, which were used by local villages for drinking water and farming, Voznyak said.

That early contamination killed 124,000 people, forced the resettlement of 7,500 and left some riverbanks contaminated to this day, he said.

The second, most serious event occurred in 1957, when nuclear wastes exploded, releasing 2 million curies over a huge territory. This accident led to the resettlement of 10,700 people, he said, although none were told why and no news was officially released.

Finally, a 1967 drought dried nearby Lake Karachai, which had been used as a radioactive dump site, allowing wind to spread radioactive waste over a huge territory, he said.

Along with Voznyak, said, 450,000 people were subjected to radioactive contamination from the three incidents. At least 50,000 received significant doses, and about 1,000 became sick with leukemia," he said. But secrecy and lack of adequate follow-up make it impossible to measure casualties accurately.

INCUBATOR, from page 3

"Every year the comptroller's office issues over 60,000 reports on revenues, expenses, debts, etc.," Ervin said. "We want to work to make the comptroller's office that will be available to these students will be of great assistance.

Aside from the research information, the comptroller's office will provide money for a doctoral student in the political science department, and a master's student in the public affairs program, Ervin said. "Graduating seniors from the comptroller's office will provide money for a doctoral student in the political science department, and a master's student in the public affairs program," Ervin said.

"Students in the master of public affairs programs are required to submit a paper on local government," Ervin said. "The information from the comptroller's office that will be available to these students will be of great assistance, he said.

Kuwait Oil Company cleaning oil deposits

Zapown

They call them "dead zones," the brown lakes of oil in the desert of Kuwait, the water where the Canadian and Iraqi soldiers torched oil wells two years ago.

Businessmen and government officials are still trying to work out how to clean up the mess of oil and soot deposits and revive wildlife in the blighted areas.

"We are looking at possibly hundreds of millions of dollars spent over years to restore the desert to the way it was, if we can," said Mr Mahmoud Abdul Rahman of Kuwait's Environment Protection Agency.

The fires were put out in October 1991 and since then the Kuwait Oil Company has been slowly cleaning up the gooey mess.

Male Smokers Wanted

We will Pay $75 to $200 for six morning sessions 8am - 1pm.*

Must Be 18-35 years old

*for those who qualify and complete the program.

Call 453-3561 or 453-3573
The men of Sigma Tau Gamma would like to thank the Ladies of Sigma Sigma Sigma for winning the 4th annual Sig Tau Christmas Toy Drive.

Sig Tau's
"Tradition To Tomorrow"
COMICS

January 28, 1993

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

Calvin and Hobbes

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

Mother Goose and Grimm

Shoe by Jeff MacNelly

SINGLE SLICES by Peter Kohlsaat

Walt Kelly's Pogo

by Bill Watterson

Today's Puzzle

by Mike Peters

Today's puzzle answers are on page 15

Mother Goose and Grimm

by Mike Peters

SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE

CHECKS CASHED WESTERN UNION

• 1994 Passenger Car Renewal Stickers
  • Title & Registration Service
  • Instant Photos

University Plaza 606 S. Illinois, Carbondale 549-3302

SIU'S 2ND ANNUAL TOURNAMENT

Registration form and rules are available in the SPC office and must be returned by January 29, 1993, 4:30 p.m.

Tuesday February 2, 1993 7-11 P.M.

No entry fee to play!

We Prizes from our sponsors: Footlocker, Laffornia's Pizza, The Village, Disc Jockey, First National Bank, SIU Credit Union, Parker Brothers

CHECKERS NITE CLUB

NO WHERE ELSE!

$1.25

PROMIEMBEK

THE ONLY PLACE TO BE EVERY WEDNESDAY

457-2259 760 E. Grand

Bud Dry Bud Light

54 OZ. PITCHERS

Miller Lite
Newsday

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.—Dan Reeves was a presence Friday, a dash of calm and smooth and insightful, beyond the shine on his raised loafer and the trim of his hair.

The more he showed, the better he looked in the New York light of day, and the more comfortable about the future of the franchise George Young felt.

"I'm not going to wipe my brow this time," Young said, a signify reference to the recent photos portraying his distress.

What was convincing, Young said, was the way Reeves’ barometer climbed the longer they spoke at the Denver airport last Tuesday. Never mind that Reeves was essentially an assigned thought, that he made the first contact with Young, that it wasn’t until two other men dropped that Young pursued Reeves to sign.

"To tell the truth," Reeves said, "I was my mother’s third choice. But I don’t feel I was any less loved than the rest." There was a warm to his phrase.

He made it appear to be a positive event. The contracts with Ray Hadley are unkind, but they are inescapable. It looks as if Reeves can cope with New York and its eight million demands. He recalled how Tom Landry, Buffalo’s old coach, always spoke of the value of making it in New York. And Reeves made his phone call, particularly to Bill Parcells, of Giants fans’ sainted memory. Dealing with the media shouldn’t be a problem; as Hadley made it. It’s like the canary in a coal mine. If the canary dies, the air is bad.

The Salukis might be headed for rough waters in the MVC, as defending champion Drake is poised to win another title. Southwest Missouri, third third Western Illinois State win Drake in what appears to be the class of the conference.

"If I thought that was a travel problem, I wouldn’t have considered this job," Reeves said.

While he addressed the endless procession of TV cameras, his wife, Pam, was looking New York in the eye. She’d been to New York with friends a couple of months ago, went to Radio City, twice to Broadway shows, “walked everywhere,” she drewl. “My friends told me everybody here will be talking like me in two years.”

They’ve won together since high school in South Carolina. She’d felt the pain for when he was on the verge of being fired in Denver, where he foolishly felt he’d stay as long as he coached. She felt the relief when the end came. She says he’s “bigger, stronger, more confident.” He keeps them laughing.

It’s Back! Our Anniversary Sale

January 18th tii March 14th

All Pastas reduced up to 30%

Includes Seafood Pastas

Small size pastas starting at $1

Does not include salad • No coupon necessary

Not valid on coupons or discounts

For people with a taste

Inside University Mall • Carbondale • 457-5545
Dallas will win Bowl if it can handle pressure

Scott, from page 16

Ten days ago, in the city of The Catch, Dallas offensive coordinator Norv Turner made the Call that beat San Francisco. The momentum was shifting to the Cowboys in the fourth quarter when Turner called for the first-down pass that put Dallas in the Super Bowl.

At the same time, defensive coordinator Dave Wannstedt charted the disruption of a veteran 49er team that had three All-Pros in its offensive line, another at quarterback, and an all-time All-Pro catching the ball.

The Bills also won in San Francisco this season. The Bills are solid this year, too. If the Cowboys seem more resourceful, and they’re faster. Their only real weakness is a problem of time-jitters.

The most underrated player in the Super Bowl, in the league perhaps, is Dallas running back Emmitt Smith. Though he won the league’s rushing title again this season and made All-Pro, Smith hasn’t yet received the attention that goes to Barry Sanders or Thurman Thomas.

The MVP vote that went to San Francisco’s Steve Young this season should have gone to Emmitt Smith, who makes everything go in the Dallas offense.

The only thing based on the Smith running threat. And he is the running game.

Becoming quarterback Troy Aikman has to be prevailed to throw the ball to anyone except a back or a tight end, the Cowboys have built Smith into a receiver starting from scratch. For years he didn’t see the need.

The Dallas edge in its pass offense is Aikman’s accuracy at the middle distances. On a crossing pattern, no quarterback leads the receiver with a better touch.

And invariably, he lets the ball go with decisive quickness, before anyone has a chance to get there. Aikman chooses wide receiver Michael Irvin whenever the defense closes in on Smith and tight end Jay Novacek.

That has been the Dallas offense. And it’s formidable one.

Sports Briefs

FULL TITLE - SUB OTTIMATE FREIGHT

The Santa Fe railroad operates the 15th anniversary run of the historic Steinbeck Road between the Salt Lake City and San Francisco.

BREED POLICY - The deadline for Sport Briefs is noon two days before publication. The breed should be specified, and must include: name, sex, age, date, place and owner of the event and the name of the handler. This information will be published and must be submitted in writing.

Puzzle Answer 4

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.